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 TRANSACTIONS OF THE
 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

 Volume 348, Number 8, August 1996

 COHOMOLOGY OF THE COMPLEMENT OF A FREE DIVISOR

 FRANCISCO J. CASTRO-JIMENEZ, LUIS NARVAEZ-MACARRO, AND DAVID MOND

 ABSTRACT. We prove that if D is a "strongly quasihomogeneous" free divi-

 sor in the Stein manifold X, and U is its complement, then the de Rham

 cohomology of U can be computed as the cohomology of the complex of mero-

 morphic differential forms on X with logarithmic poles along D, with exterior

 derivative. The class of strongly quasihomogeneous free divisors, introduced

 here, includes free hyperplane arrangements and the discriminants of stable

 mappings in Mather's nice dimensions (and in particular the discriminants of

 Coxeter groups).

 1. INTRODUCTION

 The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem:

 Theorem 1.1. Let D be a strongly quasihomogeneous free divisor in the complex

 manifold X, let U be the complement of D in X, and let j : U -- X be inclusion.
 Then the natural morphism from the complex Qx (log D) of differential forms with
 logarithmic poles along D to Rj* Cu is a quasi-isomorphism.

 The natural morphism referred to here is simply the de Rham morphism, which

 at presheaf level is just the map sending

 w e F(V,QP(logD))

 to

 w: Hp(V-VnD; C) -+ C.

 This result should be contrasted with Grothendieck's Comparison Theorem ([4]):

 Theorem 1.2. If D is a divisor in the complex manifold X, then the de Rham

 morphism

 Qxc (* D) -- Ri* (C u)
 is a quasi-isomorphism. O

 Here Qx (*D) is the complex of merornorphic differential forms on X with mero-
 morphic poles (of arbitrary order) along D; Qx (log D) is the subcomplex consisting
 of forms w such that both w and dw have at most a first-order pole along D. Loga-
 rithmic differential forms were first defined in full generality by Kyogi Saito in [12],
 where the notion of free divisor was also introduced. A hypersurface D C X is a free
 divisor if the Ox-module Der(log D) of (ambient) vector fields which are tangent to
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 3038 F. J. CASTRO-JIMEtNEZ, LUIS NARVAEZ-MACARRO, AND DAVID MOND

 D at each of its smooth points, is locally free. A smooth hypersurface is of course a

 free divisor, as is the union of the coordinate hyperplanes in Ct: in the latter case,

 Der(log D) is freely generated over 0 by the vector fields x10/Ox1,. ,xtOlxt.
 The determinant of the matrix of coefficients of the generators of Der(log D) in

 this example is actually an equation for D; this is always the case for a free divisor,
 and characterises them (this is "Saito's criterion"; see [12], 1.8).

 The notion of strong quasihomogeneity is a slight extension of that of quasi-

 homogeneity. We shall use the term weighted homogeneous in the strict sense: a

 divisor D C Ct is weighted homogeneous if it has a defining equation h which is

 homogeneous with respect to positive weights wi.

 Definition 1.3. A divisor D in a t-dimensional complex manifold X is strongly
 quasihomogeneous if at each point q E D, there are local coordinates (U; x1, .. , xt)

 centred at q (i.e. with xi(q) = 0 for i = 1,... ,t) with respect to which D n
 U is weighted homogeneous. Similarly, the polynomial f(xi,... ,Xt) is strongly
 quasihomogeneous if f 1 (0) is strongly quasihomogeneous.

 For an example of a weighted homogeneous divisor which is not strongly quasi-
 homogeneous, consider the surface D in 3-space given by f (x, y, z) = x5z + x3y3 +
 y5z = 0. Clearly D is weighted homogeneous, and thus its germ at each point q 4 0
 is analytically trivial (i.e. a product) along the C*- orbit through q. By Lemma 2.3,
 if the germ (D, q) were isomorphic to a weighted homogeneous germ (D1, 0) then
 (D, q) would be isomorphic to a product (C, 0) x (D', 0) with D' weighted homo-
 geneous. We show that this cannot be the case at any point q = (0, 0, zo) with

 zo =A 0. The singular locus of D is the z-axis, and so any product structure in the
 neighbourhood of a point on this axis must have the axis as a factor. However,
 if S is a smooth surface meeting the z-axis transversely at q, then the germ at q

 of fis is not in its own jacobian ideal (this can be easily checked by pulling back
 the equation f via an embedding (C2, 0) -+ (C3, q)). It follows that the germ of
 S n D at q is not weighted homogeneous with respect to any system of coordinates
 centred at q.

 Natural examples of strongly quasihomogeneous free divisors include the union

 of reflecting hyperplanes of a complex reflection group, and indeed any free hyper-
 plane arrangement (see e.g [11], Chapter 4). Also if X and Y are complex manifolds

 with dim X > dim Y, and f: X -- Y is a stable mapping, then its discriminant
 D(f) is a free divisor; if moreover (dim X, dim Y) are nice dimensions in the sense
 of J. Mather, then D(f) is also strongly quasihomogeneous. This is discussed in
 more detail below.

 Theorem 1.1 has the following corollaries:

 Corollary 1.4. If X is a Stein manifold, D C X is a strongly quasihomogeneous
 free divisor, and U is its complement, then

 Hk (U; C) h k px, Q (log D))).
 (here we use the lower case hP to denote the cohomology of a complex).

 Proof. By a standard argument, HP(U; C) = HP(X, Rj*(Cu)), where H means
 hypercohomology. By Theorem 1.1,
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 COHOMOLOGY OF THE COMPLEMENT OF A FREE DIVISOR 3039

 Finally, because X is a Stein space, we have

 HP(X, Q(log D))- hP(F(X, Q(log D))). OI

 In particular,

 Corollary 1.5. Let X and Y be complex manifolds of dimensions n and t, with

 n > t and (n, t) nice dimensions, and suppose in addition Y is Stein. Iff : X -+ Y
 is a locally stable map (i.e. each of its multi-germs is stable) with discriminant D,

 then for all k > 0,

 hk (F(Y, Qy (log D))) = Hk(y - D; C).

 Proof. i) D is a free divisor. Since this is a local question, it is enough to consider,
 for each y E D, the germ

 f : (x,f -(y) n r) --+(y,y)
 where E is the critical set of f . Freeness of (D, y) was proved first by Saito (when
 the germ of f is a deformation of a hypersurface singularity) and then by Looijenga
 in ([6], 6.13) in the case that the germ of f is a versal deformation of an isolated
 complete intersection singularity (ICIS). It is well-known (and easy to prove) that if

 n > t then f is stable if and only if f-1(0) is an ICIS and f is a versal deformation
 of f-1(0).

 ii) In the nice dimensions, every stable map-germ is quasihomogeneous, in ap-
 proriate coordinates (see below). O

 Corollary 1.6. If D C Ct is the discriminant of a Coxeter group, then for all
 k > O,

 hk ((Ct, Qt(log D))) = Hk (Ct - D;C).

 Proof. It was shown by Brieskorn (cf. [1]) that D is the discriminant of the versal
 deformation of the isolated hypersurface singularity which bears the name of the
 group. Thus, as described in the preceding proof, D is a free divisor. All of the
 discriminants of the Coxeter groups are quasihomogeneous; moreover, at each point
 x 74 0, D is the product of the discriminant of a Coxeter group and a smooth factor
 (if irreducible at x) or the union of several such, meeting transversely. Strong
 quasihomogeneity follows. O

 It is conjectured by H. Terao and S. Yuzvinsky that for hyperplane arrange-
 ments in affine spaces, the algebraic version of Corollary 1.4 holds even without the
 hypothesis of freeness:

 Conjecture 1.7. Let A be an arrangement of affine hyperplanes in Ct. Let
 Qv (log A) be the complex of germs of rational differential forms on Ct with loga-
 rithmic poles along the arrangement, with exterior derivative d. Then

 hP(F(Ct, Qvj9 (log A))) = HP(Ct - A; C)
 for p > 0.

 They have proved the following partial affirmative answers:

 p = ,1,it,
 t= 1,2,3,

 A is in general position, and
 A is (central) generic.
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 3040 F. J. CASTRO-JIMENEZ, LUIS NARVAEZ-MACARRO, AND DAVID MOND

 The nice dimensions were defined by Mather in [8] as those dimensions (n, t)

 such that for any two smooth manifolds N and T of dimensions n and t, stable

 mappings are dense in the space of all proper smooth maps N -+ T (with its
 Whitney topology). The nice dimensions can also be described in complex analytic

 terms as those dimensions (n, t) such that every map-germ f : (Cn, S) -) (Ct, 0)
 of finite Ae, codimension (i.e. isolated instability) has a 1-parameter deformation
 {fA}AE(c,o) such that fA is stable for A 74 0.

 Mather determined exactly which dimensions were nice in [9]. In fact niceness

 reduces to a purely local question on the existence of moduli for contact equiva-

 lence, and the computations in [9] involved listing stable map-germs in the nice

 dimensions. All of the normal forms in the list are weighted homogeneous. All

 stable germs in the nice dimensions are obtained from the list (up to biholomorphic

 coordinate change) by the use of one or both of the following steps:

 a. trivial unfolding: take fo from the list and define f : (Cn X Ce, 0)

 (CP x CI,O) by f(x,u) = (fo(x),u);
 b. (in the case of stable multigerms), by putting together trivial unfoldings of

 germs from the list, with different domains, in such a way that the isosingular
 loci of the different germs meet in general position in the target [7].

 Moreover, the quasihomogeneity of all stable germs actually characterises the

 nice dimensions, a fact which surely deserves some explanation (which we cannot
 give).

 That D is strongly quasihomogeneous in the nice dimensions follows from what

 we have just said: for at each point, D is the discriminant of a stable map-germ.

 We do not know if the theorem is true for all free divisors.

 The authors are very grateful to Eduard Looijenga for suggesting the outline

 of the proof of Theorem 1.1, to Sergey Yuzvinsky and Hiroaki Terao for their

 information about the problem, and for helpful comments on an earlier version of
 the paper, to the University of Seville for its hospitality and financial support to
 the third named author in the period during which this work was begun, and to

 the Spanish Ministry of Education and British Council for a Joint Action-Accion
 Integrada grant, which made further joint work possible.

 2. PROOFS

 The proof of the main result relies on an easy technical lemma due to Naruki:

 Lemma 2.1. Suppose that Oct,o (or C[xl,... , xt]) is filtered by giving each vari-
 able xi the weight wi, and let X = E wixiOlOxi be the associated Euler vector field
 (i.e. associated infinitesimal generator of the C*- action). If w is a homogeneous
 differential form, then

 Lx(w) = wt(w)w.
 (Here Lx(w) = dtx(w) + tx(dw) is the Lie derivative of w with respect to X.)

 Proof. Straightforward calculation. O

 If w is logarithmic then so is x (w). Thus, the Lie derivative can be used to
 provide a contracting homotopy on the subcomplex Q (log D)o of the stalk complex
 Q (logD)o consisting of all germs of forms of fixed weight w 74 0, showing it to be
 acyclic. It follows that

 Q (logD)o -4 Q (logD)o
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 COHOMOLOGY OF THE COMPLEMENT OF A FREE DIVISOR 3041

 is a quasi-isomorphism. For if w E QP(log D) is closed, then so is each of its homo-

 geneous parts. Writing w = Ej wj, where wj is homogeneous of weight j, we then

 have wj = 1Lx(wj) = d(Q1txwj) for j 74 0, so w = wo + du, where a = tx Z 1#0 7W1.
 There is no problem with convergence of the infinite sum, so that a really is a

 well-defined logarithmic form. Hence the classes of w and wo in hP(Q (log D)o) are
 equal.

 A similar argument shows that

 Q(*D)?- Q(*D)o,
 is a quasi-isomorphism, where Q (*D)o is the complex of germs at 0 of meromorphic
 forms with poles of arbitrary order along D.

 For future use, we record some further easy consequences of this argument.

 Lemma 2.2. Let X be a complex analytic manifold of dimension n and let D C X

 be a divisor. Let X := X x C, let 7r X -- X and q : X -- C be the projections,
 let D := D x C and let H:= X x {0}. Then the following hold:

 (i) The natural morphism ir-1Q (log D) -- Q!(log D) is a quasi-isomorphism.

 (ii) The natural morphism ir-1Q1C(*D) -- Qx (*D) is a quasi-isomorphism.

 (iii) The inclusion Qx (log D U H) >- Qx (log D) (*H) is a quasi-isomorphism.
 (iv) D c X is free if and only D c X is free. Moreover, in this case QL(log D) =

 Ir*Q> (log D) E Oy dt.
 (v) D c X is free if and only if D U H is free. Moreover, in this case

 Qx (log D U H) = 7r*Q1 (log D) @ O

 Proof. (i), (ii) and (iii): By giving t weight 1, and local coordinates on X weight
 0, we ensure that the complex on the left hand side of each arrow is the weight 0
 part of the complex on the right.

 (iv) This is an easy consequence of Saito's criterion. Suppose first that D is free.

 Since 0/Ot E Der(log D), we can choose a basis 4i, ..n. , 0/10t for Der(log D)(x.,t.)
 whose first n members have no 0/0t component. By Saito's criterion, the determi-
 nant of their matrix of coefficients (with respect to some coordinate system on X)

 is a local definiig equation h for D. The restrictions of the (i to a slice X x {to}
 are in Der(logD)x,, and the determinant of their matrix of coefficients is the re-
 striction of h to X x {to}. It is thus a local equation for D. This proves that D is
 free. The converse is still easier. The second assertion does not in fact require the

 hypothesis of freeness, but its proof in the free case is an obvious consequence of
 the dual version of Saito's criterion: if g is a defining equation for a free divisor D

 at xo, then w1,... , wn generate Qx (log D)xo over Ox, x if and only if 1 w1 A... Awn x ~~~~~~~~~~9
 is a generator of Qn It follows from this criterion (applied to D and to D) that

 the O0x-modules lr*Q> (log D) E? Oyx dt and QX (log D) are equal.
 (v) The proof here is similar to the proof of (iv). The only change is that at a

 point (x, 0) E D U H we take a basis of Der(log D U H) whose last element is tO/Ot
 instead of 0/0t. O

 The main theorem is proved below by induction on the dimension of the divisor:
 in outline, we use Proposition 2.4 (below) to show that we may assume the result
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 3042 F. J. CASTRO-JIMEtNEZ, LUIS NARVAEZ-MACARRO, AND DAVID MOND

 of Theorem 1.1 true in a punctured neighbourhood of any point; the problem is

 then reduced to a calculation in local cohomology, where once again we make use

 of Lemma 1.1. First we need

 Lemma 2.3. Let D C Ct be a weighted homogeneous divisor, and suppose that

 there is a vector field , tangent to D with ,(0) 74 0. Then (D, 0) is isomorphic to
 a product (D' x C, (0, 0)), with D' weighted homogeneous.

 Proof. We preface the proof by noting that (as an easy argument shows) an iso-
 morphism of germs of singular hypersurfaces always extends to an isomorphism of

 germs of ambient vector spaces; this fact is used implicitly in what follows, since

 the weighted homogeneity of a divisor D is actually a property of the pair (Ct, D).
 The proof of the lemma is very simple: clearly ( must be transverse to one of the

 coordinate hyperplanes in some neighbourhood of 0. Reordering the coordinates,
 we may suppose this to be Ct-i x {0}. The integral flow of ( then defines an
 isomorphism from D n (Cti- x {0}) x V (where V is some neighbourhood of 0 in
 C) onto some neighbourhood of 0 in D. Evidently the divisor D n (Cti- x {0}) is
 weighted homogeneous. O

 Now we have

 Proposition 2.4. Let X be a complex manifold of dimension t, let D be a strongly
 quasihomogeneous divisor in X, and let p E D. Then there is an open neighbourhood

 U of p such that for each q E U n D, q 74 p, the germ of pair (X, D, q) is isomorphic
 to a product (Cti- x C, D' x C, (0,0)), where D' is a strongly quasihomogeneous
 divisor.

 Proof. By definition of strong quasihomogeneity, there are coordinates in some
 neighbourhood U of p, in which p is the origin and D has a weighted homogeneous

 defining equation. Let 0 74 q E D n U. Again by definition of strong quasihomo-
 geneity, there is a neighbourhood V C U of q and an analytic isomorphism

 : (D nV, q) -+(Vl nD1,,0),
 where D1 is weighted homogeneous and Vi is some neighbourhood of 0 in Ct. Let

 X be the infinitesimal generator of the C*-action on U. Then X is tangent to D,
 and x(q) 74 0; hence ?*(X) is tangent to D1, and ?*(X)(0) 74 0. It follows from
 Lemma 2.3 that there is some neighbourhood V2 C Vi of 0 and an isomorphism

 : D, n V2 - (D'nW1) x W2

 with b(0) = (0,0), where W1 and W2 are neighbourhoods of 0 in Ct-1 and C
 respectively, and D' is weighted homogeneous.

 It remains to show that D' is strongly quasihomogeneous. Let 0 74 q" E D', and
 let a = b-1 (q", 0). Clearly D1 is strongly quasihomogeneous, so it follows by the
 argument of the previous paragraph that (as germs)

 (Dl,, a) (D2 x C, (0, 0))
 for some weighted homogeneous divisor D2. Hence we have

 (D' x C, (q", 0)) - (D2 x C, (0, 0));

 the cancellation property for germs of reduced analytic spaces [3] now implies that
 (D', q") - (D2, 0), showing that D' is strongly quasihomogeneous. O I

 Before proving Theorem 1.1, we need one further preparatory result.
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 COHOMOLOGY OF THE COMPLEMENT OF A FREE DIVISOR 3043

 Lemma 2.5. Let X be a complex manifold, D C X a divisor and j: U - + X the

 inclusion of the complement of D in X. The following properties are equivalent:

 (a) The natural morphism Qx (log D) -+ Rj* Cu is a quasi-isomorphism.
 (b) For each Stein open set V C X (or indeed each sufficiently small Stein open

 set), and for each integer p > 0, the natural morphism

 hP (F(V, Q (log D))) -) hP (F(V - D, Qu)) = HP (V - D; C)

 is an isomorphism.

 Proof. By the Poincare Lemma, property (a) is equivalent to the inclusion of com-
 plexes

 Q (log D) -)j iQu( Rj. (QU

 being a quasi-isomorphism. Suppose that (a) holds. Taking hypercohomology over
 an open set V C X, we have an isomorphism

 HP(V, Qx (log D)) - HP(V, Rj*Qu) = HP(V-D, Qu)

 for each p > 0. If V is Stein, then V - D is also, and as the Qx (log D) and Qi are
 coherent (see [12]), we have

 HP (V, Qxc(log D)) hP (IF(V, Qx(log D))),

 HP(V - D, Qu) - hP(F(V - D, Qu)),

 from which (b) follows.

 Now suppose that property (b) holds. Evidently the morphism of (a) is a quasi-
 isomorphism outside D. So let x E D. We must show that the natural morphism

 hP(QxC(log D)x) --* ((j,*Qu)x)

 is an isomorphism for each p > 0. As taking the homology of a complex commutes
 with inductive limits, the first term is the inductive limit of hP(F(V, Qx (log D)))
 and the second is the inductive limit of hP(F(V - D, Qu)), where V runs through a
 fundamental system of neighbourhoods (which we may take to be Stein) of x, and
 thus (a) follows. C

 Proof of Theorem 1.1. We use induction on dimension. If t = 1, then D is a collec-
 tion of isolated points and the result is obvious (especially bearing in mind Lemma
 2.1). Now suppose t > 1, and let po E D. Let U be a neighbourhood of po as in
 the statement of Proposition 2.4. Then at any point q E D n U with q 74 po, D is
 locally a product C x D', where D' is a strongly quasihomogeneous free divisor of
 dimension t- 2. The induction hypothesis, applied to D', together with Lemma 2.2,
 implies that the result holds also for C x D', and hence Q (logD)q -* Rj* (Cu)q
 is a quasi-isomorphism.

 We now have to prove that the same holds at po. By Lemma 2.5 it is enough to
 show that for any open polycylinder V C U centred at po, the de Rham morphism
 defines an isomorphism hP(F(V, Q(logD))) --+ hP(F(V - V n D; Qu)) for p > O.

 To do this, we compare four spectral sequences. Take local coordinates x1,... , Xt

 centred at po, as in Definition 1.3. Let Vi = V n {xi 74 O}, and let Vi' = Vi -Vi n D.
 Then {l4}j=i,...,t and {V7}ij=1,...,t are Stein open covers of V - 0 and V - V n D
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 respectively. Consider the double complexes

 q

 KP,q = @ r(n Vij ,QP (log D))v
 l<io< iq<t j=0

 q

 kp,q= ] F(0 QP),
 1<io< -<iq<t j=0

 each of which comes equipped with Cech differential d and exterior derivative d.

 The restriction morphism p"l: K' - + kX commutes with both differentials;
 hence, it induces morphisms of the spectral sequences arising from the standard
 filtrations on the total complexes of these double complexes. Denoting the spectral

 sequences for K by 'E and "E, and those for k by 'E and "E, we have
 q

 'Ep-q = hP(K.q) - @ hP(F (n VijI,Q(logD))),
 1 <io < ... <iq <t j=0

 q q

 tp,q= hp h(ir(n vij ,Q*)) (D HP( nvi/; c),
 l<io< - <iq<t j=0 l<io< <iq<t j=0

 IElP-q = hq (KPX) = Hq(V - 0, QP (log D)),

 and

 = h (KP.) = H (V-V n D, QP).

 By the induction hypothesis, the morphism q 'ElPq _,' Elp'q is an isomorphism
 for all p, q. Hence, 'pPoq is an isomorphism also.

 On the other hand, the spectral sequences "E and "E both collapse at E2.
 For "F, this is clear: V - V n D is a Stein space and QP is coherent, so that
 ,,Ekp,q = 0 for q > 0. For "E, more is required. It is here that we make use of the
 quasihomogeneity of D.

 Because QP(logD) is a locally free 0-module, there is an isomorphism Op
 0 dp- QP (log D), which carries over to an isomorphism

 O Ht-l(V_-,0)dP - Ht-l(V - 0, Q(logD)).

 By the standard facts about depth and local cohomology (cf. [5]), we have
 Hq(V - 0,0) = 0 for q = 0,t - 1, and Ht-l(V - 0,0) is the quotient of

 F(ft=1 Vi, 0) by the subspace Bt-1 of sections of the form Et=, fi Ivo, where
 fi E rF(njli Vj I0). Let Vo =ni=l Vi. Elements of F(V0, 0) can be represented
 by Laurent series

 ~~~1 . 2_ ail,...,tl
 i.,.XitEZ

 converging in V?, and Bt-1 consists of precisely those series in which all coefficients

 ail,...,it in which all ij are negative vanish. It follows that Ht-l(V - 0, 0) is
 isomorphic to the space of all Laurent series Eai4...itx,1 ..xt , converging on
 V?, in which ail...it = 0 if not all ij are negative. In fact all such series converge
 throughout nif=_(Ct- {xi = 0}), and so Ht-1(V - 0, 0) = Ht-1(Ct - 0, 0) and is
 independent of the open set V.

 Note that each term in Htl (V - 0,0) has filtration less than or equal to

 -Et wi. This fact will play a crucial role in the proof.
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 COHOMOLOGY OF THE COMPLEMENT OF A FREE DIVISOR 3045

 Let w(p),... ,w (p) be a free homogeneous basis of QP (log D). The elements of
 Ht 1(V - 0, QP(log D)) are of course equivalence classes of meromorphic differ-
 ential forms on V with poles along U{xi = 0}. However, via the isomorphism
 op: Ht`1(V - o,0)dp Ht1(V - 0,QP(logD)), they can be viewed as linear
 combinations of the w iP) with coefficients in Ht`l (V - 0, 0). We will now use the

 fact that Ht`l (V - 0, 0) has filtration less than or equal to - Ei= w, to show
 that "E2pq = O if q > 0.

 Lemma 2.6. If D is a weighted homogeneous divisor on positive weights w1,...
 Wt, then for each p, r(V, QP(log D)) has a free r(V, Oct)-basis consisting of homo-
 geneous generators of weight less than E wi.

 Proof. Let 4i,... , t be homogeneous generators of Der(logD)o, and let W1,...

 wt E Q1(logD)o be the dual basis. Then weight(wi) = -weight(Qi) and as ho-
 mogeneous basis for QP(logD)o we have all exterior products wil A ... A wip with
 1 i <... < ip < t. Let h be a weighted homogeneous defining equation for D.
 Since by Saito's criterion 41 A ... A (t = h* a/lxi A ... A a/lxt (up to a non-zero
 scalar multiple), it follows that Ei=1 weight (i = weight h - wi; this proves
 the lemma for the case p = t, since h is of positive weight. It also shows that it
 is possible to order the (i so that the coefficient of O/Oxi in (i is not zero. Hence
 weight (i) > -wi. Since all the wi are positive, this proves the lemma for p < t. O

 From the lemma and the discussion immediately preceding it, it follows that
 with respect to the filtration on Ht-1 (V - 0, QP(log D)) coming from the C*-
 action, Ht-1 (V -0, QP(log D)) has negative filtration, for sufficiently small V. Now
 the exterior derivative d, which represents the differential d1 of the spectral se-
 quence "E, is homogeneous of degree 0. It follows by Lemma 2.1 that the complex
 Ht-1(V-0, Q(logD)) is acyclic. For any element w of Ht-1(V-0, QP(log(D)) can

 be represented by a sum Ej fj (P) where the fj are Laurent series in monomials
 x1... xt with all ij < 0. By Lemma 2.6, such a form can be written as a conver-
 gent series Ej<0 W(j), where w(j) is a homogeneous logarithmic form of weight j.
 If such a form is closed, then so is each homogeneous part w(j); since by Lemma

 2.1 dtx(w(j)) = Lx(w(p)) = jw(j), and EZ<O lw(j) converges on V?, it follows that
 w = dtX(Zj<0 WW(j)) is exact.

 Thus, the only non-zero terms in "E2 are "EP? = hP(r(V - 0, Q(logD))).
 Finally, because t > 1, r(V - 0, Q(logD)) = r(V, Q(logD)). We conclude that
 "ElpX hP+ (V Q" (log D)).

 Now it follows that 'Ep hP+(F(V Q (logD))) also; the isomorphism pp
 IElP >-' EP , passing to the limit of the spectral sequence, thus defines an isomor-
 phism

 hP(F(V, Q(log D))) - hP(F(V - V n D, Q)) = HP(V - V n D; C).

 This proves the theorem. O
 From the analytic Corollary 1.4 an algebraic version follows in the case that D

 is a strongly quasihomogenenous weighted homogenenous free divisor in Ct. For
 in this case the complex r(Ct, Q (log D)) is quasi-isomorphic to its subcomplex of
 weight zero, which is also the weight zero subcomplex of the corresponding complex

 r(Ct,Q,19g(logD)) of rational differential forms with logarithmic poles alojag D.
 Now this latter complex is graded (and not just filtered) by weight, and so the
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 argument used to prove the quasi-isomorphism in the analytic case can also be

 used in the algebraic case: if w E F(Ct, Qlg (log D)) is closed and wo is its weight
 O part, then w - w0 E F(Ct, Qlg (log D)), and is exact. Hence, as a corollary of
 Theorem 1.1, we have

 Corollary 2.7. Let D C Ct be a strongly quasihomogenenous, weighted homo-
 geneneous free divisor. Then for all p > 0, the de Rham morphism induces an
 isomorphism

 hP(IF(C', Qalg(logD)))-HP(C - D; C). O
 To prove the algebraic result in greater generality (e.g. for a strongly quasiho-

 mogenenous free algebraic divisor in C' which is not necessarily weighted homo-
 geneneous), another argument will be needed.

 Such a theorem could be proved by an argument following Grothendieck's proof
 of his comparison theorem (1.2 above) in [5], involving compactification of Ct and
 an application of GAGA. It would be sufficient to show that it is possible to choose
 a compactification X of X = Ct such that

 (CC1) If D is the closure of D and Ho, = X - X, then for all p E D n H,
 there exist local coordinates x 1, .., XM XM+, ., Xm+ centred on p, with respect to
 which D has the equation h(xl,..., xm) = 0, and Ho, is the normal crossing divisor
 {Xm+1 ... Xm+r = ?}.

 From this it follows, by repeated application of Lemma 2.2, that

 (CC2) Qx (log D U Hoc) '-4 Qx (log D)(*H,) is a quasi-isomorphism,
 and

 (CC3) D U HQO is free.
 Moreover,

 (CC4) D U Ho, is strongly quasihomogenenous,
 for D is strongly quasi-homogeneous outside Ho,, and therefore at points of Ho,
 also, because the equation h is independent of the last r coordinates; Ho, is strongly
 quasihomogenenous since it is a normal crossing divisor, and the strong quasi-

 homogeneneity of D U Ho follows, by "logarithmic transversality" of D and Ho,.
 Now write U = X-D = X-(DUHo,), and let j: U -X,: U -X and

 a: X - X denote inclusions. The symbol "-" between two complexes denotes
 quasi-isomorphism; between vector spaces it denotes isomorphism.

 Assuming that X has these properties, we have

 ]F(X, TC,alg (log D)) RIF(X, TC,alg (log D))
 (since X is affine)

 - RIF(X, Ra* TC,alg (log D))
 (by composition of derived functors)

 -RF(X, Qxag (log D) (*Hoo))

 -RF (X, Qx (log D) (*Hoo ))

 (by GAGA)

 - RF(X, Qx (logD U HoJ))
 (by (CC2))

 Rj*CU
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 (by (CC3), (CC4) and Theorem 1.1). So

 hP (IF(X, Q (log D))) HP (U; C) .

 We close this section with a conjecture:

 Conjecture 2.8. For every free divisor D C Ct, it is possible to find a compacti-
 fication X such that (CC1) holds.

 Note that when D is a homogenenous divisor in Ct, the usual compactification

 Ct -4 pt satisfies (CCl). We note that proof of the conjecture seems distinctly
 more feasible in the special case where D is an affine hyperplane arrangement.

 We hope to return to this topic in a future paper.

 3. ANOTHER APPLICATION OF LIE DERIVATIVES

 The argument with contracting homotopies can be used to give an amusing proof
 of the following well-known proposition:

 Proposition 3.1. If H = {h1 ... hr = O} (with each hr a linear form) is a divisor
 in Ct with normal crossings and U is its complement, then the inclusions

 AEC" h-i Q(logH) -4 Q(*H)
 j=1 h

 are quasi-isomorphisms.

 Here A ZcdCh3 is the "Brieskorn complex", the exterior subalgebra of Qc,
 3

 generated over C by the forms dhj; Brieskorn showed in [2] that for any hyperplane
 h3

 arrangement H with defining equation h = h1 ... hr (with each hi affine), the cor-

 responding complex A E C h (on which d is of course trivial) is quasi-isomorphic
 to Rj*Cu; thus A' E c H (U; C).

 From now on we will denote AP EC dhj by BP.
 3h

 Proof of Proposition 3.1. At a general point in H we may take local coordinates

 so that H = H' x Ce, where H' C Cd is the union of the coordinate hyperplanes
 {xi = O}. Evidently the result will follow if we can show it for H', so we assume
 H = H' and e = 0. The key point now is that H has an infinite number of different
 C*-actions: its defining equation h(x) = x... xt is weighted homogeneous with
 respect to every set of positive weights (w1,... , Wt) for the variables x1,... , Xt.
 The proposition will be proved by showing that the Brieskorn complex B is equal
 to the intersection, over all sets of positive weights (w1, ... , wt), of the weight zero
 complex Q*(*H)8.

 First, it is clear that B is contained in this intersection. For the opposite

 inclusion, consider first the weights w1 = = wt = 1. Then any form w E QP(*H)
 must be a sum of monomials of the form

 dxil A ...A dip
 Xjl ... .Xj
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 where i1 < i2 < < ip and ji < j2 < ?. < jrp. In order that this form have
 weight 0 with respect to the weighting (wi, . w. , Wt) it is necessary and sufficient
 that

 wil+ *** + wip = wjl+ **+wjp7

 and now it is evident that this will hold for all sets of positive weights if and only

 if ii = i1, ... , ip = jp. Hence w is a sum of terms of the form

 d1 A dip
 Xi, xip

 and belongs to the Brieskorn complex. E

 In fact, we also have

 Proposition 3.2. If H = {(xi, ... , Xt) E Ct: Xj ... Xt = 0}, then B is the weight
 O part of Q (log H) with respect to the standard weighting w1 = =Wt = 1.

 Proof. Suppose that w E QP(log H)g contains a term

 dxil/\ A ... Adip
 wi,3 - ..

 where i1 < ... < ip and jl < ... < jp. By definition of logarithmic form, hw is
 regular (where h = X1 ... Xt), so there can be no repetitions among the jk; also for

 each k, dxk A w is the wedge of logarithmic forms and therefore logarithmic (see
 Xk

 [12], 1.3), so hdxk A w is regular. Now dxk A wij is non-zero if and only if k is not
 Xk Xk

 among the indices i1, . ... , ip; in this case the fact that h dxk wi,j is regular means that

 k is not among the indices jl, ... , jp either. That is, {1, ... ,t} - {iV, .. .,ip} =
 {1, ... , t} - {ji, ... ,jp}, SO {i 17 ... ip = {jj, ... , jp } and wij belongs to the
 Brieskorn complex. E

 In the case of a general hyperplane arrangement, B is strictly smaller than
 Q*(logH)g. This can be seen very easily by counting dimensions. For example,

 consider the case of Ak, where H is the union of the (k - 1)-planes xi = xj in
 the space V = {(xO, ... , Xk) E Ck+l Xo + * * * + Xk = O}. The basic vector
 fields, which generate Der(log H), can be found as the gradients of the generators

 0J2... ,7 0k+1 of the ring of invariant functions. With respect to the weighting
 on C[V] induced by the weighting on Ck+l with all variables having weight 1,
 their weights are thus 0,... , k - 1. Let wo,... ,Wk-l E Ql(logH) be the (9v,o-
 dual basis (so that wi(Vcoj+T) = bij). Then wi has weight -i. It follows that
 dimc(Ql(logH)0) = c(k, 0) + c(k, 1) + + c(k, k-1) = c(k + 1, k-1), where
 c(p, q) = (p + q - 1)C(p - 1) is the number of monomials of degree q in p variables.
 When k > 3, it is thus strictly greater than dimc B1, which is equal to the number
 of reflecting hyperplanes, (k + 1)C2.

 FRom this it follows (and it is easy to see directly) that the exterior derivative d
 is not identically 0 on Q (log H)g0, whereas of course it is on B.

 We do not know of a direct proof that in the case of a free hyperplane arrange-
 ment H, B > Q (log H) is a quasi-isomorphism, although of course it follows by
 putting together Brieskorn's result with our Theorem 1.1.
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